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The 10th meeting of the Bruny Island Ferry Reference Group was held at Alonnah on 19 February 2019.  
The Group discussed the following matters of interest to Bruny Islanders:  
 

• Resident and ratepayer car stickers.  The stickers are currently being posted to eligible residents and 
ratepayers and should be received this week.  Old stickers will not be accepted from 1 March 2019.  If a 
resident or ratepayer has not received their new sticker in the post by 22 February they should contact 
SeaLink to resolve.  

• ‘Bruny Resident’s Club’ families and friends discounts. Residents and ratepayers will receive with their 
new stickers two discount passes (per household) for use by families and friends.  

• Roberts Point boarding issues.  SeaLink vessel crews now have access to ‘live’ cameras at Roberts Point, 
which will allow staff and crew to better see and record the order in which people arrive and will be used to 
ensure vehicles are boarded in the correct order, particularly when marshals are not present. It has been 
identified that existing cameras do not provide full coverage & further cameras are to be installed. Traffic 
Marshalls will be deployed during high demand periods.  

• Timetable.  SeaLink confirmed that the 6.30 AM ferry from Roberts Point will continue indefinitely, as long as 
it continues to be used in reasonable numbers by residents.  SeaLink are considering discontinuing the 7.00 
PM Moongalba service ferry from Roberts Point (noting that the 7.15 PM Mirrambeena will continue and the 
Moongalba would still continue to run in very busy periods). Essentially both services to become “on demand” 

• Three ferries. SeaLink will continue to run three ferries where it is reasonable to predict traffic in excess of 
750 vehicles per day.  A decision on running three ferries has to be made at least 24 hours in advance in 
order to get crew and other logistics in place.  It is planned that SeaLink will continue to run three ferries on 
Sundays until the end of April.  

• Emergency priority.  SeaLink will continue to provide priority access to the ferry for vehicles involved in 
emergency responses.   

• School bus priority remains unchanged. 

• Livestock welfare. All reasonable endeavours to provide priority boarding (where there is a risk to animal 
welfare due to boarding delay) will continue at the discretion of the vessel master. Time sensitive freight is 
similarly treated. A booking system or a high frequency ferry timetable being the only other methods 
proposed that would alleviate existing queuing (both of which require significant improvements to shoreside 
infrastructure.   

• Parking for emergency vehicles at Roberts Point.  The Group noted the need for a designated safe area 
at Roberts Point for medical transfers as part of Stage 2 of upgrades at Roberts Point and this will be 
communicated to the Department of State Growth. 

• Lunch Break.  The Group noted and accepted that there is no option but to have a break in the timetable 
over lunch with the current ‘single ramp’ infrastructure arrangements (it is not possible to run another ferry 
while the Mirambeena or Moongalba crew have a mandatory lunch break).   SeaLink have commenced 
arrangements to allow for faster loading & improved traffic flow in Ferry Road before the end of the lunch 
break.  

• Speed Limit.  The Group called, once again, for the speed limit for vehicles disembarking from the ferry at 
Roberts Point to be lowered from the current 90 km/h.  The Group also noted the dangerous situations 
created by slow vehicles not pulling over after disembarking at Roberts Point and again called for this be duly 
considered by the Department of State Growth.  

• Trailers.  The Group requested that SeaLink clarify in a note to Islanders the cost of travelling with different 
sized trailers in various fare classes as there is currently still some confusion about this. To clarify for any 
resident with a car less than 6m towing a trailer less than 6m then its $16+$16, It’s the same concept but 
different fare for a visitor. But if either car or trailer is greater than 6m then the unlimited fare is due. 

• Mirambeena Survey & Maintenance Period. The Group was advised that the Mirambeena will be off 
timetable for multiple periods during this winter for a total period of approximately four weeks.  The Bowen 
and Moongalba will operate in this period which will be an improvement over previous years. Due to vessel 
age spare parts are no longer “off-the-shelf” and lead times of up to 4months are likely for supply. Once 
obtained notice will be given for vessel slipping which will then occur once lower demand is experienced.   

• Online Ticketing.  SeaLink is planning to trial online ticketing in the second quarter of 2019.  This will allow 
all ferry users to buy tickets in advance.  It is an attempt to speed up flow pass the ticket box.  It does not 
provide priority boarding on any ferry and is not a booking system.  

• New ferries.  The first of SeaLink’s new ferries is currently being constructed in Hobart.  The build is on 
schedule for completion by mid December 2019.  The second new ferry is scheduled to be in place before the 
Mirrambeena has a major 30-year survey due in May 2021.  

• Handbrakes.  The Group noted the benefits of communicating to ferry travellers about engaging hand brakes 
to ensure vehicles do not come into accidental contact.  

• Late night ferry. The Group clarified that the concept of occasional late night ferries was only suggested to 
benefit residents (to be able to attend evening events in Hobart) and is not associated with any Bruny-based 
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tourism proposal. This would likely become possible with on-line ticket purchases. Interest from residents will 
be sought to gauge interest for specific events & suitable timing of services.  

• User statistics.  The Group requested that SeaLink publish monthly data on ferry usage, including a 
percentage breakdown of residents, ratepayers and visitor trips. (as requested please see data below) 

 
The Group noted with disappointment that a Department of State Growth representative was unable to attend 
the meeting and urged the Department to ensure a representative attends every meeting.    
 
The Group also noted that the next meeting (to be held on 19 March in Hobart) should have a limited agenda 
that focuses on strategic infrastructure issues, including options to have two loading ramps at both Roberts 
Point and Kettering.  This discussion could incorporate discussion about the infrastructure and logistical 
challenges associated with the introduction of any future booking system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Above indicates carriage by type for the 5mths of operation since 23rd Sept 2018 
 
 
 
 
   End. 


